Intrusion detection has emerged as an important approach to network security. In this paper, we adopt an anomaly detection approach by detecting possible intrusions based on program or user proÿles built from normal usage data. In particular, program proÿles based on Unix system calls and user proÿles based on Unix shell commands are modeled using two di erent types of behavioral models for data mining. The dynamic modeling approach is based on hidden Markov models (HMM) and the principle of maximum likelihood, while the static modeling approach is based on event occurrence frequency distributions and the principle of minimum cross entropy. The novelty detection approach is adopted to estimate the model parameters using normal training data only, as opposed to the classiÿcation approach which has to use both normal and intrusion data for training. To determine whether or not a certain behavior is similar enough to the normal model and hence should be classiÿed as normal, we use a scheme that can be justiÿed from the perspective of hypothesis testing. Our experimental results show that the dynamic modeling approach is better than the static modeling approach for the system call datasets, while the dynamic modeling approach is worse for the shell command datasets. Moreover, the static modeling approach is similar in performance to instance-based learning reported previously by others for the same shell command database but with much higher computational and storage requirements than our method. 
Intrusion detection problems
Intrusion detection, which refers to a certain class of system attack detection problems, is a relatively new area in computer and information security. Many intrusion detection systems built thus far are based on the general model proposed by Denning in a seminal paper [1] . From a high-level view, the goal is to ÿnd out whether or not a system is operating normally. Abnormality or anomaly in the system behavior may indicate the occurrence of system intrusions that are the consequences of successful exploitation of system vulnerabilities.
One aspect for the categorization of intrusion detection systems is the target environment for detection, which is related to where such systems are used. Host-based intrusion detection systems detect possible attacks into individual computers on which the intrusion detection systems run. Such systems typically make use of information speciÿc to the operating systems of the target computers. On the other hand, network-based intrusion detection systems monitor network behavior by examining the content as well as the format of network data packets, which typically are not speciÿc to the exact operating systems used by individual computers as long as these computers can communicate among themselves using the same network protocol.
For both types of intrusion detection systems, one may use a data mining approach by "mining" through the host-based or network-based data collected to detect possible attacks from internal or external intruders.
Another aspect for categorization is the modeled behavior for detection, which is related to the methods used for implementing such systems. Misuse detection systems detect evidence of attacks based on knowledge about abnormal behavior acquired from known attacks. Anomaly detection systems, on the other hand, model normal system behavior to provide a reference against which deviations are detected and alerted as possible intrusions. In other words, the major di erence between the two approaches is on whether normal or abnormal (i.e., intrusive) behavior is modeled explicitly. Misuse detection and anomaly detection systems are sometimes also referred to as knowledge-based and behavior-based systems, respectively [2] .
Since misuse detection systems typically require known intrusive scenarios to be hand-coded a priori and such scenarios are usually very speciÿc to the operating systems if this approach is used for host-based systems, the anomaly detection approach is often the preferred choice for host-based intrusion detection systems because many pattern recognition and machine learning methods, such as density estimation methods [3] , may be used for modeling normal system behavior.
In this paper, data mining methods based on the anomaly detection approach are proposed for host-based intrusion detection. We consider both normal program proÿling based on system calls [4 -8] and normal user proÿling based on shell commands [9 -14] . In operating systems such as Unix, the privileged processes that only the superuser is authorized to execute make use of system calls to access privileged system resources or services. Thus such privileged processes are often a major target for intruders. To monitor user behavior on systems that accept shell commands from users, shell command sequences from audit logs can be used for user proÿling.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We will ÿrst discuss in Section 2 two di erent paradigms for building behavioral models, followed by discussions on two general categories of behavioral models in Section 3. We will then present two speciÿc methods, one based on the dynamic modeling approach (Section 4) and the other based on the static modeling approach (Section 5). In Section 6, the system call and shell command datasets [8, 12] used in our experiments will be described. Methods for preprocessing the data for use by the dynamic and static models will also be explained. In Section 7, we will present details of the model construction and performance evaluation aspects. Justiÿca-tion of the procedure from a hypothesis testing perspective will be given. We will then present some experimental results in Section 8. In Section 9, our contributions will be summarized and some possible future research issues will be outlined. 
Classiÿcation versus novelty detection
Typical classiÿcation problems studied in pattern recognition can be formulated as building a classiÿer that classiÿes each pattern into one of c ¿ 2 classes with as low classiÿcation error as possible. To build such a discriminative classiÿer, training examples from all c classes are needed. If the classiÿer is built using machine learning techniques, this approach is often referred to as supervised learning.
While this formulation is commonly used in pattern recognition, there also exists another formulation, called novelty detection [15 -17] , which is much less explored than classiÿcation. Simply put, novelty detection refers to the detection of novel or abnormal events or patterns. In a probabilistic sense, it is equivalent to deciding whether an unknown test pattern is produced by the underlying data distribution that corresponds to the training set of normal patterns. While novelty detection problems appear to be similar to 2-class classiÿcation problems, with the two classes corresponding to normal and abnormal patterns respectively, a major difference is that novelty detection methods typically use only training examples from the class corresponding to normal patterns to build a generative model of normal behavior. Table 1 summarizes this major di erence. The novelty detection approach is particularly attractive under situations where novel or abnormal patterns are expensive or di cult to obtain for model construction. If the model is built using machine learning techniques, we refer to this as an unsupervised learning approach. In this paper, the novelty detection approach is adopted because it is superior to the classiÿca-tion approach when intrusion data are scarce.
Dynamic versus static behavioral models
Normal program or user behaviors are proÿled by building behavioral models using data collected from normal operations. There are generally two categories of behavioral models. Dynamic models explicitly model temporal variations that are essential for discriminating abnormal system behavior from normal behavior. Static models, on the other hand, do not explicitly model temporal variations. They could be used for anomaly detection problems if the normal system behavior does not exhibit signiÿcant temporal variations, or if the temporal sequences are ÿrst converted into some non-temporal representation typically in the form of multidimensional feature vectors with no time dimension. In general, dynamic models are more powerful in representing subtle temporal regularities and hence should be used if possible.
Di erent anomaly detection methods have been applied. They include instance-based learning [12, 18] , multi-layer perceptrons [5, 9] , decision trees [10] , hidden Markov models (HMM) [8, 11] , frequent episodes [13] , correlation analysis [4] , statistical likelihood analysis [5] , rule learning [6 -8] , and uniqueness method [14] . Of these methods, only HMMs are intrinsically dynamic in nature. Also, not all of them are based on the preferred novelty detection approach and hence they have to make use of both normal and intrusion data for model construction.
In this paper, intrusion detection systems based on proÿling system call sequences and shell command sequences are ÿrst studied with the dynamic modeling approach using HMMs. These systems can be seen as extensions and variants of previous HMM-based intrusion detection systems. Afterwards, we will propose an information-theoretic static modeling approach based on the usage frequencies of system calls or shell commands. Comparative studies of the two modeling approaches on di erent intrusion detection problems under di erent operating conditions are then performed.
Dynamic modeling approach based on hidden Markov models and maximum likelihood

Hidden Markov models
HMMs are stochastic models of sequential data that have been used successfully for many applications in knowledge discovery, pattern recognition, and speech recognition. Each HMM contains a ÿnite number of unobservable (or hidden) states. State transitions are governed by a stochastic process to form a Markov chain, i.e., a stochastic ÿnite state machine. At each state, some state-dependent events can be observed. The emission probabilities of these observable events are determined by a probability distribution, one for each state. Of interest here are discrete HMMs in which the observed events (system calls or shell commands) are discrete symbols, as opposed to other models not studied here, called continuous-density HMMs.
Based on the connectivity topology between states, two types of HMMs can be distinguished [19] . Fully-connected or ergodic HMMs allow state transitions between all state pairs. On the other hand, left-to-right HMMs do not allow state transition back to any state to the left of the current state. In fact, most left-to-right HMMs used in practice only allow state transition from a state to itself (called self-transition), to the immediate neighbor to the right, and to the neighbor two steps to the right. In this paper, our left-to-right HMMs are further restricted to only the ÿrst two types of state transition, as shown in Fig. 1 above.
To estimate the parameters of an HMM for modeling normal system behavior, sequences of normal events (system calls or shell commands in our case) collected from normal system usage are used as training examples. An expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [20] known as the Baum-Welch re-estimation algorithm [21] for mixture density estimation is used to ÿnd the maximum-likelihood (ML) parameter estimate. More details of the algorithm can be found in Ref. [19] .
Sample likelihood with respect to model
Given a trained HMM M , the sample likelihood of an observation sequence S with respect to M can be computed using either the forward algorithm or the backward algorithm [19] . From a generative point of view, this can be seen as computing the probability that a given observation sequence is generated by the model. Alternatively, we can also consider it as providing a quantitative measure for assessing how well the model matches the sequence.
Ideally, a well-trained HMM can give su ciently high likelihood values only for sequences that correspond to normal behavior. Sequences that correspond to intrusive behavior should give signiÿcantly lower likelihood values. By comparing the sample likelihood of S with respect to M against a certain threshold, one can decide whether S deviates signiÿcantly from M and hence should be considered a possible intrusion. We will describe how to determine the threshold in Section 7.3.
5.
Static modeling approach based on occurrence frequency distributions and minimum cross entropy
Occurrence frequency distributions
Suppose the occurrence frequencies of di erent events (system calls or shell commands) are measured during a certain period of time. A probability distribution (i.e., a probability mass function deÿned over the space of all possible events under consideration) can be used to represent the overall occurrence pattern during that period. Since the order in which di erent events occur is not taken into account in the distribution, we refer to this as a static modeling method. Using this representation scheme, a normal program or user behavioral model is simply represented as occurrence frequency distribution, which is the basis on which possible system intrusions can be detected.
Let P(M ) denote the probability distribution characterizing the behavior of a normal model M and let Pi(M ); i = 1; 2; : : : ; N denote the occurrence probability of event i among a total of N possible events. Similarly, Q(S) and Qi(S); i = 1; 2; : : : ; N denote the probability distribution and individual event probabilities, respectively, for some behavior S being monitored. In what follows, the dependencies on M and S are not explicitly shown for the sake of notational simplicity.
Cross entropy between distributions
To characterize how di erent two distributions P and Q are, we need a measure for quantifying the dissimilarity between them. An information-theoretic measure that can serve this purpose is known as cross entropy [22, 23] , which is also related to Kullback-Leibler information measure [24] .
For our purpose, we use the following deÿnition of cross entropy:
Note that changing the roles of P and Q does not a ect this measure, i.e., the measure is symmetric with respect to the two distributions involved:
Moreover, it can be shown that the following two properties always hold:
Thus, by checking whether the cross entropy between P and Q is larger than a certain threshold, one can decide whether S should be considered a possible intrusion with respect to the model M . We will describe how to determine the threshold later in Section 7.3.
Data preprocessing and partitioning
Preprocessing of system call data
The system call datasets are available at the public-domain archive in the Department of Computer Science of the University of New Mexico. 1 In this paper, we report results 1 The URL is http://www.cs.unm.edu/∼immsec/data/. for four Unix programs: ps, login, named, and sendmail.
In general, executing a single program may lead to multiple processes. For system calls that are issued by the same process, we group them together to form a trace. For example, Table 2 shows several system calls together with the corresponding process IDs. The system calls can be grouped into two traces: 13 15 13 16 : : : and 16 14 : : :. In general, di erent traces are of di erent lengths. The intrusion data were generated by running programs intruded according to public advisories posted on the Internet. Both ps and login used Trojan intrusions, which allow unauthorized access to the system through a built-in "back-door". For the named data, the intrusion used was bu er over ow [8] . For sendmail, the intrusions were sunsendmailcp and a decode alias attack [4] .
Note that the ground truth of intrusion data is more difÿcult to vet than one might expect. Although an intruded program contains anomalous code, a particular execution of the program may not involve the anomalous code at all and hence it can still generate a trace of system calls that is entirely normal. In fact, as will be discussed later in Section 8.1.1, we have found evidence in the datasets (with the exception of ps) that could possibly be attributed to this. Ideally one would like to have intrusion datasets that contain truly intrusive data only. However, this would require the implementation of some ÿltering mechanism for the data generated from an intruded program, which in general is not easy to materialize.
Preprocessing of shell command data
The shell command datasets are available at the public-domain KDD archive maintained by the Department of Information and Computer Science of the University of California at Irvine. 2 They were contributed by some researchers from Purdue University [12] . Since it is di cult to obtain real intrusion data, only normal data were collected via the history ÿle mechanism from eight di erent Unix users over a period of more than two years. For each user login session (i.e., from login to logout), each word typed by the user was recorded as a token. Since many Unix commands are followed by parameters (e.g., ls -laF Paper Notes letterhead.tex), the set of all distinct tokens would become too large to be manageable. To reduce the size of the token set, only a count of the ÿles or directories is represented as a token instead of the actual ÿle or directory names (e.g., ls -laF ¡ 3 ¿). Similar to the case of system calls, all the tokens in a login session also form a trace.
Note that the datasets contain no real intrusion data because it is di cult to collect such data in real applications. This holds in general for this kind of intrusion detection problems. In our experiments, (normal) data from other users were used as if they were "intrusive" data for a given user. Thus, by its very nature, this problem is more like a classiÿcation problem than a novelty detection problem, although we still use a novelty detection approach as it is more desirable in practice.
Partitioning of datasets
In general, each set of data is partitioned into three subsets that are used for di erent purposes:
1. Training set (normal data only) 2. Threshold determination set (normal data only) 3. Test set (both normal and intrusion data)
The training set of data is for estimating the parameters of a behavioral model. Only normal data are needed when the novelty detection approach is used. As the model is built using normal data only, we need a criterion to decide when a new behavior observed should be considered normal or intrusive. In particular, it corresponds to ÿnd-ing a threshold for some similarity (e.g., likelihood) or dissimilarity (e.g., cross entropy) measure. The threshold determination set (cf., validation set for cross validation in statistics) of normal data is used for determining this threshold. 3 After the model parameters and the threshold have been estimated using the training and threshold determination sets, respectively, the test set can be used for evaluating the performance of the model. More details about the performance measures used will be discussed in Section 7.1. Table 3 shows the dataset sizes of the system call data used in our experiments. Since the available data for programs ps and login are quite limited and the similarity between normal traces is usually quite high for system call data as conÿrmed by our preliminary investigations, we used all the normal data for training with no separate threshold determination set and test set. We tried to use a separate threshold determination set for named but we found that the result was better by using the training set to determine the threshold. However, separate test sets were available for programs named and sendmail. Table 4 summarizes the dataset sizes of the shell command data used in our experiments. As discussed above, for each user, the (normal) data of all other users were treated as if they were "intrusive" data for that user. Whereas the test data of a user can be used for measuring the false detection rate (FDR), the test data of all other users can be used for measuring the true detection rate (TDR). (These two performance measures will be explained in detail in Section 7.1.) Since the available datasets are quite large, we used disjoint sets of data for training, threshold determination, and testing. Partitioning of the datasets is as follows. For each user, the shell command traces recorded in chronological order are partitioned into two groups such that the tokens in the ÿrst group are roughly twice as many as those in the second group. The second group forms the test set. To minimize the di erences between the training and threshold determination sets, the traces in the ÿrst group are assigned to two sets in an interleaved manner, i.e., the odd-numbered traces are assigned to one set and the even-numbered traces are assigned to another set. Thus the two sets have roughly the same number of traces. Table  5 shows the number of distinct tokens found in the data for each user. When the datasets for all eight users are combined together, the total number of distinct tokens is equal to 2356. In other words, TDR is the probability that an intrusive trace is correctly detected, and FDR is the probability that a normal trace is incorrectly reported as intrusive. We prefer these two measures because both relate reporting the occurrence of an intrusive event to the ground truth (i.e., normal or intrusive nature) of that event. This is in line with the convention used in Ref. [8] although they refer to the two measures as true positives and false positives, respectively. We use the term "detection" to make the meaning of detecting intrusions more explicit. Hit rate and false alarm rate can also be used in place of TDR and FDR, respectively. Note that the commonly used term, called false acceptance rate or false negatives, for expressing Pr(normal | intrusive) can be computed simply by subtracting TDR from 1.
Model training
To train an HMM, ÿxed-length sequences of events are extracted from each trace of the training set by moving a window of the speciÿed width (i.e., sequence length) through the entire trace with a step size of 1. Identical sequences extracted are represented by only a single copy in the training set. Both fully-connected and left-to-right HMMs were used in our experiments. In what follows, we will refer to these two types of HMMs as FC-HMM and LR-HMM, respectively.
For the static modeling approach, all traces from the training set are used to create a distribution-based behavioral model. 
Threshold determination
After the parameters of a model have been estimated from the training data, the threshold determination set is used to determine an appropriate threshold which will subsequently be used as a criterion for detecting possible intrusions.
For HMM-based dynamic modeling, ÿxed-length sequences are extracted from each trace of the threshold determination set in the same way as before for the training data. The sample likelihood of each sequence with respect to the model can then be computed. For the static modeling approach, each trace of the threshold determination set is used to compute a distribution as well as the cross entropy between this distribution and the reference distribution computed based on the training data.
For each chosen FDR for the threshold determination set, a corresponding threshold value can be obtained. Note that in the case of HMMs, a trace is said to be intrusive if it contains at least one intrusive sequence. In our experiments, di erent threshold values were tried by choosing di erent FDR values.
Model testing
To test whether a trace in the test set is intrusive, ÿxed-length sequences extracted from the trace are presented to a trained HMM to compute the likelihood values. If at least one sequence has a likelihood value that is lower than the threshold, the trace is said to be intrusive. In other words, we can conclude that a trace under investigation is intrusive as soon as the ÿrst intrusive sequence is found inside the trace, even though the end of the trace has not been reached.
In the case of the static modeling approach, in order to perform timely detection of possible intrusions, it would be desirable if a decision could be made as soon as su cient data have been collected to compute a reasonably reliable distribution. Since a trace may take a very long time to complete (if a program that generates system calls runs for a long time or if a user login session is long), we do not want to wait until the end of the trace to make a decision. Instead, a distribution is computed for each sub-trace sequence. The cross entropy between this distribution and the reference distribution of the model computed based on the training data will be compared with the threshold to determine whether it is an intrusive sequence. The extraction of variable-length sequences from a trace is illustrated in Fig. 2 above. The detection of possible intrusions in a trace can be performed immediately after the ÿrst K events (i.e., system calls or shell command tokens) have arrived. We refer to K as the minimum sequence length. If this value is small, it implies that possible intrusions can be detected with small time delay and hence is favorable. However, the value cannot be set too small or else there is insu cient information for making reliable decisions. Thus the choice of an appropriate value for K has to be a tradeo between these two considerations.
Hypothesis testing perspective
In this section, we will justify the scheme above from a hypothesis testing perspective. Although our explanation is based on HMMs, it also holds for the information-theoretic static modeling method based on cross entropy.
Let M denote an HMM learned from the training data. Given a sequence S from the test set, we want to decide whether it is likely to be generated by M . In other words, we want to determine whether S is a normal sequence. This problem can be formulated as applying a statistical test [25] . Let us generate a su ciently large sample R of (normal) sequences from M . For an arbitrary sequence R in R, the log-likelihood of R with respect to M is denoted as L R, which is equal to log Pr(R | M ). Similarly, the log-likelihood of S is denoted as LS , which is equal to log Pr(S | M ). Based on the empirical probability distribution of log Pr(R | M ) over the sample R, we then test the hypothesis that LS is drawn from the probability distribution of the log-likelihood of the sequences in R, i.e. Pr(LR 6 LS ) ¿ for some threshold 0 ¡ ¡ 1. We reject the null hypothesis if the probability is not greater than , implying that S is not a normal sequence with respect to model M .
In our case, the threshold determination set of normal data plays the role of R although R is not actually generated by M . If M is a well-trained model representing the training set, the underlying distributions of the training and threshold determination sets are close enough to each other, and the threshold determination set is su ciently large, then it is not unreasonable to use the threshold determination set as R. Apparently, we can see that the threshold is just the FDR chosen for the threshold determination set.
Experimental results and discussions
Experiments for system call data
Results
Experiments were conducted on the system call data using both the dynamic modeling approach (FC-HMM and LR-HMM) and the static modeling approach. Tables 6 and  7 show some results for the programs ps, login, named, and sendmail.
Di erent choices of sequence length and number of states were tried for HMMs. For each sequence length chosen, the HMM with the smallest number of states that maximizes the TDR is shown. For FC-HMM, the maximum number of states tested is approximately equal to the total number of di erent system call categories in the corresponding program (30 for ps, 48 for login, 50 for named, and 60 for sendmail). We found that FC-HMM almost had no discrimination power in detecting intrusions when the number of states was set too small (smaller than 6). Generally speaking, the performance could be improved by increasing the sequence length and the number of states, although this was not always the case. For LR-HMM, the maximum number of states tested is equal to the sequence length. The performance was found to be very sensitive to the sequence length. Increasing the sequence length always improved the discrimination power of the model. Similarly, for the static modeling method, di erent values of minimum sequence length were tried.
Recall that all normal data for ps and login were used for training, leaving no separate data for threshold determination. For HMMs, the threshold was chosen to be the minimum likelihood among all training sequences. For the case of distribution-based static modeling, a cross entropy value was computed between the entire training set and each trace in the training set. The threshold was chosen to be the maximum cross entropy among all traces in the training set. Thus the FDR of the training set is always equal to 0. Since no separate normal data were available for testing, the FDR entries for these two programs are marked as '-' in Table 6 .
For named, since the traces within a set are all very similar, we found that a slight change of the threshold value could lead to a great change in TDR. As a result, we determined the threshold using the training set instead of a separate threshold determination set of normal data.
For sendmail, we determined the threshold using a separate set of normal data (i.e., threshold determination set). Four di erent threshold values were chosen for each model conÿguration by making the FDR of the threshold determination set equal to 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%. We found that the FDR of the test set was always very close to that of the threshold determination set. As discussed before, this practice of using a separate set of normal data to determine the threshold can be justiÿed from a hypothesis testing perspective and should be used if at all possible. Hence sendmail is a good example of the general case for the system call data.
We found that the TDR for login and named could never go beyond 77.8% and 60.0%, respectively. After examining the training set (with normal traces only) and the intrusive traces in the test set of each program, we discovered that the intrusive traces that failed to be detected as intrusive are in fact identical to some normal traces in the training set. As mentioned in Section 6 above, a possible reason for this is that sometimes the execution of an intruded program can still generate a normal trace if the execution does not involve any anomalous part of the program. Thus the above TDR values are the best that one could obtain. For the sendmail data, we also found one intrusive trace to be identical to one normal training trace.
Discussion
From the experimental results shown above, we can see that the information-theoretic static modeling method was consistently inferior to HMM-based dynamic modeling for the intrusion detection problem involving system calls. In particular, the model constructed for the ps program was unable to detect any intrusive trace. We speculate two possible reasons for this. First, di erent traces from the same dataset are usually quite similar in their distributions, making it di cult to distinguish normal traces from intrusive ones simply by basing on the cross entropy values induced by di erent distributions. Second, as system calls are generated through the execution of a program which can be modeled by a ÿnite state machine, the temporal dependencies between system calls are salient features for intrusion detection and hence should be captured using some dynamic modeling techniques. Tables 8-10 show the results for the shell command data using three di erent methods.
Experiments for shell command data
Results
For each method, only two choices of the sequence length or minimum sequence length are included in the table to illustrate the e ect of varying the parameter, although more choices were actually tried in our experiments. As before for the sendmail example, the threshold was chosen in such a way that the FDR of the threshold determination set was equal to some prespeciÿed value (5%, 10%, 15% or 20%). For each chosen FDR value, the TDR shown is the average taken over the individual TDR values by treating the data from other users as intrusion data. The number of states shown is the minimum value that maximizes the TDR. Increasing the sequence length always increased the discrimination power of both FC-HMM and LR-HMM in detecting intrusions. Since traces shorter than the sequence length chosen were eliminated and there exist many short shell command traces in the datasets corresponding to short login sessions (unlike system call traces which are rather long typically with more than 300 system calls per trace), increasing the sequence length had the consequence of eliminating the shorter traces which could be partially responsible for the performance improvement because these traces could not model the behavior well. This is also a possible reason for the observed performance improvement of the static modeling method as the minimum sequence length increases.
Discussion
In our experiments, the information-theoretic static modeling method performed signiÿcantly better than both FC-HMM and LR-HMM, typically 10 -20% higher in the TDR. A possible reason is that the temporal dependencies between shell commands are much weaker and hence are not particularly useful for intrusion detection. Instead, the static shell command distribution seems to be su cient for many users. 
General discussion
From our experiments, we conclude that the HMM-based dynamic modeling approach is better suited for the intrusion detection problem based on system calls, but the information-theoretic static modeling approach is a better choice for that based on shell commands.
Although FC-HMM usually gives slightly better performance than LR-HMM, increasing the number of states in an LR-HMM can approach the performance of an FC-HMM with fewer states. For example, the FC-HMM with sequence length 30 in Table 8 is similar in performance to the LR-HMM with sequence length 50 in Table 9 . Note that the time complexity of each training iteration of an FC-HMM is O(W 2 T ), where W denotes the number of states and T denotes the sequence length. As a comparison, the time complexity of each training iteration of an LR-HMM is only O(WT ).
We also measured the CPU execution time for di erent methods. All the tasks were run on an UltraSPARC 30 workstation with 256MB memory. Tables 11-13 show the CPU time required for the training and testing stages measured for each user in the experiments as reported before (Tables 8-10 ). It can be seen that LR-HMM is faster than FC-HMM for both the training and testing stages. Our information-theoretic static modeling method based on cross entropy is impressive in that its training time is always negligible because it simply requires the computation of a distribution based on the training data. The testing time is also comparable to that for HMMs. Our method would be particularly attractive if new models have to be built regularly due to frequent changes in the system behavior. 
Comparison with previous work
We also compared our results with those from previous work. To facilitate comparison, we performed another experiment using the same experimental setup as that used by [12, 18] . The datasets were partitioned into training, parameter selection (or threshold determination in our case), and test sets as shown in Table 14 below. Moreover, in their work, the TDR and FDR were computed based on sequences. We think it makes more sense to measure TDR and FDR according to traces as in our experimental results reported earlier. However, to facilitate comparison here, we used the same scheme as theirs for this experiment. Table 15 shows the classiÿcation results obtained by [18] using instance-based learning (IBL), giving an average TDR of 34.2% with an average FDR of 5.3%. Table 16 shows the classiÿcation results obtained by us using the static modeling method based on cross entropy. The average TDR is 35.6% at an average FDR of 5.5%. Thus, it can be concluded that the two methods can achieve very similar performance in terms of the TDR and FDR measures.
It should be noted, however, that there are major di erences between the two methods in terms of computational and storage requirements. Apparently IBL has much higher storage requirement because all training examples have to be explicitly stored. Also, each unknown test case has to be matched against all the stored examples and hence the computational overhead is also very high. Although data reduction techniques can alleviate the problems to a certain extent, the high computational and storage requirements are still the major limitations of IBL methods. Our method is clearly superior in this aspect because the training examples are summarized as a distribution, the storage requirement of which does not depend on the size of the training set. Similarly, during testing, the computational requirement is very low as discussed above.
Conclusion
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have presented two di erent anomaly detection approaches for two di erent host-based intrusion detection problems. For the intrusion detection problem involving system call sequences, the use of dynamic behavioral models is superior. A possible reason is that temporal dependencies are salient features for this problem. This is in line with other sequence learning problems with subtle temporal relationships, which have found HMMs to be among the best methods. On the other hand, the use of static behavioral models can give better results for the intrusion detection problem involving shell command sequences. It can be speculated that temporal dependencies are not very useful or may even be harmful for this problem. Our information-theoretic static modeling approach based on cross entropy is simple and computationally cheap, yet it can outperform the more sophisticated dynamic modeling approach based on HMMs. A lesson to learn is that one should be careful in ÿnding the best match between problems and methods. Apparently the static modeling approach based on cross entropy is a better match to the problem than the dynamic modeling approach based on HMMs.
Contributions
The contributions of this paper are two-fold. First, although HMMs and cross entropy are not new, using them for solving novelty detection problems (as opposed to classiÿcation problems) is still an area that is far from being su ciently explored. By formulating the detection problem under a hypothesis testing framework, this paper presents and demonstrates the use of theoretically justiÿed methods for solving novelty detection problems. It is our hope that this e ort could lead to more research along the same line.
Second, intrusion detection is an important topic with signiÿcant practical implications. Our contribution to this application area is that we have proposed some practically feasible methods for solving two types of host-based intrusion detection problems with extensive experiments performed on real-world data. This serves as an e ort to broaden the applications of pattern recognition techniques.
Future research
A closer look at Tables 15 and 16 above reveals the fact that IBL is better for some users (0; 3; 4; 6) while the cross-entropy method is better for other users (1; 2; 5; 7). This shows that the two methods are complementary to each other. A potential future research direction is to combine these two methods and possibly also some other methods to further improve the discrimination power. In Table 15 Classiÿcation results for shell command data in comparative study (instance-based learning [18] addition to host-based intrusion detection problems, we are also conducting research on network-based intrusion detection. Some of the ideas learned from the current research may also be relevant to network-based intrusion detection.
Summary
Intrusion detection, which refers to a certain class of system attack detection problems in computer and information security. From a high-level view, the goal is to ÿnd out whether or not a system is operating normally. Abnormality or anomaly in the system behavior may indicate the occurrence of system intrusions that are the consequences of successful exploitation of system vulnerabilities.
In this paper, data mining methods based on the anomaly detection approach are proposed for host-based intrusion detection. We consider both normal program proÿling based on system calls and normal user proÿling based on shell commands. In operating systems such as Unix, the privileged processes that only the superuser is authorized to execute make use of system calls to access privileged system resources or services. Thus such privileged processes are often a major target for intruders. To monitor user behavior on systems that accept shell commands from users, shell command sequences from audit logs can be used for user proÿling.
Normal program or user behaviors are proÿled by building behavioral models using data collected from normal operations. There are generally two categories of behavioral models. Dynamic models explicitly model temporal variations that are essential for discriminating abnormal system behavior from normal behavior. Static models, on the other hand, do not explicitly model temporal variations. They could be used for anomaly detection problems if the normal system behavior does not exhibit signiÿcant temporal variations, or if the temporal sequences are ÿrst converted into some non-temporal representation typically in the form of multidimensional feature vectors with no time dimension.
Intrusion detection systems based on proÿling system call sequences and shell command sequences are ÿrst studied with the dynamic modeling approach based on hidden Markov models (HMM) and the principle of maximum likelihood. These systems can be seen as extensions and variants of previous HMM-based intrusion detection systems. Afterwards, we will propose an information-theoretic static modeling approach based on event occurrence frequency distributions and the principle of minimum cross entropy. The novelty detection approach is adopted to estimate the model parameters using normal training data only, as opposed to the classiÿcation approach which has to use both normal and intrusion data for training. To determine whether or not a certain behavior is similar enough to the normal model and hence should be classiÿed as normal, we use a scheme that can be justiÿed from a hypothesis testing perspective.
Comparative studies of the two modeling approaches on di erent intrusion detection problems under di erent operating conditions are then performed.
From our experiments, we conclude that the HMM-based dynamic modeling approach is better suited for the intrusion detection problem based on system calls, but the information-theoretic static modeling approach is a better choice for that based on shell commands. We also measured the CPU execution time for di erent methods. All the tasks were run on an UltraSPARC 30 workstation with 256MB memory. Our information-theoretic static modeling method based on cross entropy is impressive in that its training time is always negligible because it simply requires the computation of a distribution based on the training data. The testing time is also comparable to that for HMMs. Our method would be particularly attractive if new models have to be built regularly due to frequent changes in the system behavior.
We also compared our results with those obtained by others using instance-based learning (IBL). The two methods can achieve very similar performance in terms of accuracy. However, there exist major di erences between the two methods in terms of computational and storage requirements. Apparently IBL has much higher storage requirement because all training examples have to be explicitly stored. Also, each unknown test case has to be matched against all the stored examples and hence the computational overhead is also very high. Our method is clearly superior in this aspect because the training examples are summarized as a distribution, the storage requirement of which does not depend on the size of the training set. Similarly, during testing, the computational requirement is also very low.
